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CHILDREN, CHOBHAM, 
AND CHOWS 

J. Arthur and I have a 
profound existential question 
for you all: do you really 
suppose we shall be able to 
resume hashing when we are 
given the green light? We 
depend on car parks; now, 
the Great British Public may 
return to their normal habits 
when that happens, but I 
suspect many will not. They 
have discovered the joys of 
the outdoors for their small 
children, even in wet 
weather, even in winter. J. 
Arthur and I use traditional 
hash car parks, and every 
week – except for that 
snowy Sunday – we struggle 
to find a space. Today we 
were in the CP north of 
Chobham, just beyond the 
M3, where you have all 
hashed frequently: I have 

 

even known us to share it 
with visiting hashers. Chock-
a-block. Naturally we expect 
to find a few dog-walkers; 
but nowadays it is young 
couples with nippers. Well, 
plenty of dogs as well. And 
very healthy too for the 
nation but a difficulty for 
SH3. 

There are perhaps 
solutions. Hash mid-week? 
Though I did visit the car 
park north of Horsell on a 
wet Wednesday afternoon, 
and even then that was 
packed. Persuade landlords 
that we deserve spaces? They 
will have their regulars in 
mind. Choose paying 
venues? Well, you see the 
problem. 

The weather today was 
kind, with winter sunshine, 

even at moments quite bright. 
The going was atrocious, with 
hardly a firm clod underfoot 
anywhere: all sodden. I realised 
that what I have always thought 
of as Chobham Common is 
more properly called Albury 
Bottom; the true Common is 
north of the M3. It is just as 
attractive. We came upon an 
area which had suffered severe 
fire damage, and realised that 
during January and February 
this year contractors are 
creating fire-breaks by clearing 
scrub. 

I remembered hashing before 
along the railway line which 
forms a boundary, and then we 
came to a stretch of tarmac 
apparently known 
affectionately as the Burma 
Road. When I was an Ordinary 
Seaman in an aircraft carrier, 

wartime memories had 
given that name to a 
particularly difficult 
gangway. But I suspect that 
nowadays that expression 
would be unfamiliar; we 
have retained only Dunkirk, 
the Blitz, El-Alamein and 
the D-Day landings. It is fair 
to suppose that all nations 
shape their recollections like 
this. Easter 1916 probably 
means little or nothing to 
most English people now, 
whereas it is burned into the 
consciousness of everyone 
in Ireland. In the Dordogne 
guides at historical sites say 
regularly to their public 
“Les Anglais ont fait des 
ravages”; memories of the 
100 Years War die hard 
there. In fact the apparently 
innocent expression “Les 
Anglais ont débarqué” 
means the bloody onset of 
menstruation. 

The Runday Shag 

The fact that midday mid-
week hashing can even be 
considered is a tribute to our 
increasing age: when I first 
joined SH£ very few were 
retired. And assumably 
many of you who do still 
work very often do so from 
home. Our daughter-in-law 
has a responsible post with 
Burberry; she has found that 
doing her job at home with 
phone and computer is very 

much more effective than in the 
office. 

Will life ever return to what 
we once took for granted? But 
even office life is a channel of 
human contact and sociability; 
not as good as hashing of 
course. 
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Addendum 
 

It’s strange to see FRB out of shorts! His French 
expression (“The English have landed”) was new 
to me. I understand that it dates from the 
Napoleonic Wars when the English soldiers, 
mainly, wore red. His use of the “M word” allows 
me to segue (with no small poetic 
license) to Mensuration and the 
solution to my little teaser.  By, 
cheekily, formatting it into three 
lines, more than 90% of people add 
two plus signs (which are not there) and 
evaluate it as 12. A few get 1! By writing it out 
in a single line and adding “precedence” 
brackets, the expression is clarified:  

  
1+1+1+1+11+1+1+1+11+ (1x0) +1=30 
 

And now, here are two politically incorrect, 
stereotyping jokes. But, who is being 
denigrated? The first one reminds me of that 
brilliant comedy show “Goodness, gracious 
me!” and the second is a lovely topsy-turvy! 

  

An Indian family went into quarantine 
after eating lunch at their English friend’s 

house as they couldn’t taste anything! 
 

Upon arrival, in Heaven, a blonde was met by 
a concerned St Peter. 'I'm sorry,' he 
said; 'But Heaven now has an Entrance 
Exam for new arrivals to ease the burden of 
Heavenly arrivals. 'It’s just three questions' 
said St Peter. 
First. ‘Which two days of the week start with 
the letter 'T' '?  
Second. 'How many seconds are there in a 
year?' 
Third. ‘What was the name of the swagman 
in Waltzing Matilda?' 
So the blonde gave the questions considerable 
thought. 
'Well then,' said St Peter, 'Which two days of 
the week start with the letter T?' 
The blonde said, 'Today and tomorrow.' 
St Peter pondered this answer for some time, 

and decided to allow it. 
He went on, 'how many seconds in a year?' 
The Blonde replied, 'Twelve!' 
'Only twelve?' exclaimed St Peter, 'How did 
you arrive at that figure?' 
'Easy,' said the blonde, 'there's the second of 
January, the second of 
February, through to the second of 
December' 
A short time later, St Peter said. 'I'll allow 
that answer to stand, but you need to get the 
third and final question absolutely correct to 
be allowed into Heaven.  
Now, can you tell me the name of the 
swagman in Waltzing Matilda?' 
The blonde said I found this the easiest to 
answer.' 
'Really 'exclaimed St Peter, 'And what is it?' 
'It's Andy.' 'Andy??' 'Yes, Andy, said the 
blonde. 
This totally floored St Peter, 'How in God's 
name did you arrive at THAT 
answer?' 'Easy: Andy sat, Andy watched, 
Andy waited ‘til his billy 
boiled.' 
She was allowed into Heaven... 

 
OnOn! Master Bates 

A “puddle” on Horsell Common 

My very wet trail! 

As per previous weeks , here again, is the link  
for all members to join the SurreyHash Confab WhatsApp 
group: It really is fun and keeps us socially interactive. 
https://chat.whatsapp.com/CYDh4uT9wsvGRWIL7oxGZB 
    Or, alternatively, scan the QR Code: 
 

   Look forward to seeing you there!  OnOn  HashFlash/GM 

A blast from WH3’s past! 

Tumbling Tosser 


